Capacity Building Webinars 2017
Call for topics
Proposed through e-mail by

Topic

Vanda Scartezini, Aziz, Maureene, Léon, Series of webinars about (New) gTLDs - how does the stucture work
Satish

Comments
To be available to schools,
universities in different
languages

What is a registry, registrar, reseller, ISPs, Nics
Generic names, cc names
What is ICANN - what does it do
Carlton Samuels

Series to map the Policy Development Process from the initial question all the way through
adoption and implementation: process, structures, all the levels and outputs at each stage

Julie Hammer

Current Security trends impacting registrants and end users (by Rod Rasmussen).

Andrei Kolesnikov

Outreach in developing regions by delivering real stories: what ICANN is and why it is
interesting for you to get familiar with - this in order to engage new APPROPRIATE ALSes
IDNs: why it is important for non-lating users" the components of successful IDN TLD

Narine Khachatryan

Security Trends impacting registrants and end users

Barrack Otiano

The role of Regional At Large Organizations in the Internet Eco-System
Advocacy skills for Regional At-Large Organizations.
Project Management for Regional at Large Organizations

Léon Sanchez

Empowered Community: What is it? Which powers? How?

Satish Babou

Document Drafting Pilot (DDP)

Amal Essaqaf

WHOIS & RDS
hot topics discussed in ICANN57

Webinar Survey Results

Middle 2017 would be a good
time for this
Security Topics
Dave Piscitello or someone
from ICANN Security Staff
Best Practices for Preserving Security and Stability in the Credential Management Lifecycle, Julie offering to reach out to
based on SAC-74
another SSAC Member to
provide this webinar

Topic
Best Practices in Chairing Organization, Participation
ccTLD Delegation
Participation
ICANN Acronyms
New gTLD Program
The IANA Transition: What it means to At-Large and ICANN
ATLAS 2
New gTLD Program
Impact of RDS to replace WHOIS
Future ICANN Bylaws
Cybersecurtiy
How ALSes ca be more engaged in At-Large and ICANN: An ALS Guide on how to participate
What are some current working groups that people can get involved in
the role of Ombudsman
Status next Gen RDS PDP
Role of te RALOS in the IANA Transition
ccTLD Delegation and Relegation before and after the IANA Transition
Realistic Capacity Building
Impact of transition on end users
The role of At-Large in promoting the end-users voice
Consumer trust
Impact of gTLDs on ccTLDs
Role of the Community on the delegtion and management of ccTLD
ccTLD Managers and Registrars …
Best practices in ccTLD Management
Work Stream 2 Topics
ICANN and the Internet Ecosystem
Current Security trends impacting registrants and end users
DNS Industry Basics

useful for newcomers

Comments

ccTLD and Safe internet
DNSSEC for educational sector
More updates on Current Security Updates. We need Rod to visit us at least every 6
monhts or perhaps after each ICANN Meeting
Post CROPP
Human Rights @ ICANN
CROPP and reports
Please cover the process by which a CROPP request is made - including a step by step demo
of the fuling of a CROPP request and the step by step process of filing a report. This should
be done using "share screen" showing which buttons pressed etc
translated from Spanish
On the CROPP application form, more in detail.
Training for the leaders (those who are not yet leaders)
Impact of the IANA Transtion on Internet End Users
Training of leaders
Role of different gorups within Civil Society that constitute ICANN
A brief History on Evolution of Whois
What is the difference between ALACand NCUC, regarding how one should get involved?
From Whois to RDS

